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PREFACE 
During the last few years, proper cou.'11.terbalance as an 
equipment conservation measure 9 has been brought to the atten= 
tion of the oil industry. However, measuring the existing 
counterbalance accurately, quickly9 and inexpensively is the 
major problem. 
In order to attack t,he problem logically, the investi-
gator must be aware of all ·t.he pre~rious significant work 
accomplished in this field, the practical limitations upon 
the solution, the variables suitable for measuring counter= 
balance, and the devices suitable to measure these variables. 
The purpose of this investigation is to determine a 
variable that is indicative of counterbalance and to develop 
an instrument meeting the requirements to measure this vari-
able. 
I am deeply indebted to Professor W. H. Easton, my thesis 
advisor, for his conscientious and painstaking counsel, his 
sincere criticism and encouragement. My thanks and apprecia= 
tion are extended to Professors R. E. Chapel and E. C. Fitch 
for their counsel and advice. 
Acknowledgment is also given. to National Supply Company 
for their cooperation in loaning one of their pumping units 
for my experimental tests. 
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CHAP'rER I 
INTRODUCTION 
'I'he use of the walking beam sucker rod combination for the 
li.ft:!.ng of a fluid is an old invent.ion. The idea is so ancient 
that. t.he first, date of application is unknm,mo It. is known~ how.,.. 
ever that. in 476 A. D. the Egypt.ians used a device which bears a 
. striking resemblance to t.he modern pumping un:i.t,o This simple 
mechanism employed a t,ripod which supported a wooden beam. 
A tt.ached t.o one end of t.hE:.; beam was t.he rod st.ring and the stone 
water ja:r\, which was .s.ctuat.ed by a. servant.~ while on t.he ct.her end 
hung a goat skin bag filled with rocks which served as a counter= 
balanceo 
It, is lnt.erest.ing to note that. no appreciable improvement 
has been made on the original idea. 9 except the introduct.ion of 
mechanical power and new materials of fabricationo The oil 
industry uses essentially the same Egyptian idea for t.he product,ion 
of oiL The major quantity of' all oil is produced by t,his met.hodo 
The first experience of· our people with crude oil production 
was very d:hst.astefuL It, was discouraging when water well dri.11.ers 9 
such as JVIro Ti tus 9 discovered after their diligent labor in making 
a hole i.n mother eart,h9 th.at .instead of producing clear sparkling 
wat,er from a well9 t,hey would sometimes produce a greenish broi.m 9 
odorous and greasy fluid .for which they had no use except to grease 
+.heir ws.gon wheels" 1rhis unwant,ed a.nd useles:3 commodity was t.o 
1 
become the sire of one of our greatest, indm,rtries" 
When oil production was first int:rodUrced 9 little o::r no 
attention was paid to the exorbitant cost of producing ito This 
was due to the limited use of this new commodity and to the lack 
of competition among the few manufacturing firms engaged in this 
2 
new industry. Because of this~ these companies had little incentive 
· to develop new ideas or methods~ or to improve on the design of 
existing equipmento 
With the advent of the gasoline engine and the automobile 9 
all of this was changed practically overnight with the consequence 
that in the 1920 °s the demand for oil and its by=products far ex= 
ceeded the production from the then=established=shallow fields. 
To sat,isfy the unprecedented demand deeper zones were tapped and 
developedo 
The greater depths at which oil was being produced caused 
production costs to soar and the attention of the entire oil 
i.ndustry became focused on production costs and the economics of 
oil production. 
Since tb.en9 manufacturers have made tremendous strides in 
decreasing production costs and as a result, of their efforts 9 
counterbalance has again assumed its vital role 9 as a factor 
having great potential towards the further reduction in production 
costs. 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Since proper counterbalance contributes more than any ot.her 
f!3,ct.or t.o the sa tisfact.ory opera t.ion of beam pumping uni t.s ~ a 
method must be found t.o measure qualitat.ively t.he exist.ing 
count.er balance. 
While present met.hods measure exist.ing counterbalance,, t.hey 
are una.ccept.able because either a t,echnically trained man is 
required t.c take and interpret the results of . the method or ·t,he 
method used is not. accurate. 
Therefore 9 the problem is to develop a device 9 adapt.able t.o 
most. pumping unit, ins t.alla t.i ons 9 +.hat. measures quali ta t.i vely the 
existing counterbalance. 
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CHAP'IER I II 
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM 
To analyze the problem completely, the term 11counterbalancing 11 
must first be clearly understood. Zaba explains counterbalancing 
as f'.0llows: 18Counterbalanoing provides far even dist..ribution of 
loads and for reduction of peak horsepower and peak torque. 111 
This statement can be elaborated on as follows~ Counter-
··"Qalancing produces that, mode of opers.Uon of a pump:l.ng unit which 
!ias the lowest possible stresses ir.L the members of the pumping unit, 
particularly the sucker rods, the walking beam, the pitman, +.ha gear 
box and 1;he V-bel ts. 
E. N. Kemlerp a well-known au.thori ty in t,he oil industry» says 
this about. counterbalance: 11No other single item in t.he operation 
ot pumping equipment can make such a large difference in operation 
and maintenance costs.n2 
The pre·'Tious sta. tement concerning proper counterbalance is a 
result of these known !acts. 
The caul!ls for ninety per cent of gear failures 9 pitman failures~ 
belt failures 9 bearing failures and shaft failures is overload due 
to improper counterbalancing. The other ten per cent are caused by 
impropsr lubriea tio.:n and normal wear, faul t07 material or improper 
selection of size to begin witho 
1 Jo Zaball Oil Well Pumpi:qg Methods (Tulsa 9 1943) 9 p. JO. 
2 E. N. Kemleri> HProper Counte'rbalance==An Equ:i..pment Con= 
servation Measure 9 "!he Oil Field Weekl,¥9 (June,, 1943) 11 p. 108. 
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•••• The only reason for coanterbalancing is to save money 
in first cost of equipment and save operating cost .• 2 
It is a demonst.re.ted fact t.hat, as t,he depth of produdng wells 
increases there is a comparable rise in production costs~ Proper 
counterbalancing is one method of reducing these production costs. 
Four met.hods of' determining count.erbe.lance are illustrated by 
the representative curves on the following page .. 
Fi~"Ure I shows the tor~1e curves for a pumping unit. The 
dotted line curve represents an out=of=balance condi tion9 while 
the solid line curve represents correct, count,erbalance" The torque 
of' this out=of=balance pumping unit varie.s from a maximum at, point 
A on the upst,roke t,o a mlnimum at point B on the downstroke. The 
use of' the correct amoUJ1t of counterbalance a.1t,ers the curve s1.fo= 
stantially. When the t,wo peak torques at A and B are equal or 
approxima t,el.y equal9 a condition of proper counterbalance e:xist.s. 
Figure II is a wattmeter chart of an electrically powered 
pumping unite As in the previous illust,rat.ions, when point A equals 
po:!.nt, B the uni·t i.s in proper count,erbalance •. 
Figure III is a load graph of a well with effective counter= 
balanoe shown. When the average of the sum of t,he maximum load on 
the upstroke a.nd the minimum load on 't..he downstroke · i.s eqo.al to t,he 
value o:f the effective counterbalance)) the well i.s in proper counter= 
balance (assuming that the maximum los.ds occur approximately 180° 
apart,) a 
21ucoun'l;erbalancingi, 111 .§t1cker,_ liQg_ ,H_a.ndbo.2!£.9 (Bethlehem St.eel 
Company 9 1950) i> p. 165 a 
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Figure IV is a curve illustrating the variation of the engine 
crank angular velocity. The angular velocity of the crank varies 
from a minimum at the apprax:imate center of the upstroke (point A), 
to a similar point Bat the apprax:imate center of the downstroke, and 
points A and Bare not of equal value indicating improper counter-
balance. When proper counterbalance exists, point A will equal B. 
A device which provides a suitable solution to the determination 
of proper counterbalance should meet the following requirements: it 
must not carry the full well load, it must not require a souroe of 
electrical power, it must not be sensitive to ordinary field con-
ditions, it should be inexpensive, it must be simple to operate and 
maintain, and it must be adaptable to most pumping units. 
Counterbalance is applied by three different methods: beam 
counterbalance, rotary c~terbalance and beam-rotary counterbalance. 
Beam counterbalance is the method by which weights are attached 
t o the beam and the apprax:imate amount of counterbalance necessary is 
based on the criterion of equal maximum engine loads for the upstroke 
and downstroke. The theoretical amount of counterbalance necessary 
for the pumping unit can be determined by investigating the effects 
of the static conditions. 
In the following derivation many factors have been omitted in 
order to reduce the ~omplexity of the theoretical concept for 
counterbalance. These factors are divided into two groups. The 
first group contains the intrinsic characteristics of the pumping 
cycle, the speeds and loads involved, the characteristics of the 
pumping mechanism and the prime mover used. The other group pertains 
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to the well characteristics. 
The pumpingunit (Figure y) is beam counterbalanced. The 
centroid of the two beam weights acts through the upper pitman bear-
ing. 
F = upstroke force, lb 
]'' : downst,roke force, lb. 
· Fi ::: well load, lb. 
W1 + W2 :::: F0 ::: count,erbalance weight., lb. 
F9 : engine load, lb. 
L1: lever arm to horsehead, in. 
12: lever arm to upper pit.man bearing, in, 
-.,.-·IL!Lf - - -- . 
I 
Figure V Pumping Unit With Beam Counterbalance 
In order to simplify the development of the equations which 
follow the effect of angularity of the pitman will be neglected. 
If moments are taken about the sams on past bearing (point O) 
and counterclockwise direction is assumed positive, the followJng 
is obtained; 
1. 0 ~ (FeHL2H(Fc)(L2)-(11 )(F1) upstroke 
2. O ::: -(Fe 1 H12) + (Fc){L2)-{11 )_(F '1)downstroke 
The well load on the upstroke is made up of two componerits 
F2 and F39 where F2 is the weight of the rods and F3 1,s the w4ight 
of the fluid 1 therefore, Fi: F2 + F3• The well load on the down-
stroke is equal to F2 since the rods are moving downward. They are 
not supporting the fluid column. Equations 3 and 4 are solved for 
3. (F0 )(L2) :: (L1HF1) - (FeHL2) 
4. (F0 )(L2) :: (L1HF1 1 ) f (Fe)(IQ) 
Substituting F1 : F2 + F3 and F1 1 : F2 
(F0 )(L2) - (L1)(F2) ~ (L1HF3) - (Fe)(12) 
(Fc)(IQ): (L1)(F2) t (Fe)(12) 
Adding 9 the result is~ 
Solving for F0 and assuming 11 :: L2 the result is: 
5. F0 : F2 f tF3. 
This states that the weight of the counterbalance is equal to the 
weight of the rods (F2) plus one half the weight of the fluid (F3). 
The results of the derivation apply equally as well to the 
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rotary type of counterbalance as to the combination of beam and 
rotary counterbalanceo 
The value of F0 previously obtained is the effective counter-
balanceo The relationship between actual and effective counter-
balance is shown in Figure VL 
I 
L .3 J 
L 2 ~ 
L4 >1=< L l 
-----· ----
Figure VI Pumping Unit With Rotary-Beam Counterbalance 
6• ~ = ~B t ~ (a))( 1, 2~ 10 for 
beam counterbalance and, 
?. ~=(~)(Ca : D) for rotary counter-
balance whereg 
C~: the effective beam counterbalance as experi-
enced by the well side of pumping unit, lb 
a 
- CBl t CB2 actual static weight of the counter-
balance, lb, 
: vertical acceleration of the beam weight at the 
upper pitman bearing, fpsps,. 
g :::: the acceleration of gravity, f'psps, 
L.3 :: lever arm for beam weight CB1, in. 
L4 = lever arm for beam weight CB2, in. 
L1 = lever arm from sucker reds to samson-post, in. 
L2 : lever arm from upper pitman bearing to samson= 
post, in. 
CR = actual weight of rotary counterbalance 9 lb 
11 
effective rotary counterb~lance weight as experi-
enced by the well side of pumping unit, lb. 
D - radius of rotation of center of gravity of the 
rotary counterbalance weight, ino 
R : radius of crank pin, in. 
Therefore, the speed of operation of a pumping unit has an 
influence on the effectiveness of the beam weights. The effective-
ness of rotary weights is independent of speed. 
The procedure for finding a method and a device which will 
indicate the degree of counterbalance of a pumping unit is divided 
into four parts~ a study of the methods and devices now in usell 
an investigation of the var~ables which are indicative of counter-
balance, a kinematic ·analysis of a typical pumping unit1 and the 
I 
conplete analysis of the various factors which are the most 
promising for the solution of the problem. 
CHAPTER rl 
RECOGNIZED METHODS OF CHECKING COUNTERBALANCE 
It has previously been shown that the proper operation of 
a pumping installation depends to a large extent upon its counter-
balance. Therefore, it is evident that methods must be found to 
measure counterbalance. Some of the most common methods in use 
areg recording tachometer, slipping of the clutch, prime mover 
sound, belt tension, recording dynamometer, recording wattmeter, 
and vacuum gage readings. None of these methods have been wholly 
satisfactory because of the limitations associated with the solution 
of the problem. 
The recording tachometer method is based on the theory that 
the engine slows down the same amount at the apprax:imate center 
of ~ach stroke because the maximum load or torque on the upstroke 
should be equal to the maximum load on the downstroke as experienced 
by the.engine when the pumping unit is in proper counterbalance. This 
theory is based on the assumption that the engine i.s loaded heavily1 
that the governor is fixed, and that the so-called ''flywheel effect" 
is negligible. 
A flywheel9 interposed between prime mover and the cranki, 
smoothes out the loads during different points of the stroke. 
The effectiveness of the flywb~el is proportional to the square of 
its speed. Conditions may arise when the flywheel effect is suffi-
ciently high to give constant speed although the well is not counter= 
balanced properly.I · 
Thus, "the recording tachometer is an excellent guide in some 
l J. Zaba 9 Oil Well Pumping Methods (Tulsa, 1943), p. 41 
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cases; in others it is practically useless" because of the fly-
wheel effects.2 
The clutch slipping method was introduced by D. O. Barrett. 
This method is outlined as follows. The throttle is first fixed 
13 
on the engine and the clutch is slowly released to the poi~t where 
" 
it will pull the peak load. 
. .. 
When the pumping unit is in proper 
counterbalance the clutch will slip.equally on the upstroke and 
downstroke 9 since the peak loads will be equal. When it is not 
in counterbalance the clutch will slow down and slip on one stroke, 
while on the other stroke the clutch will speed up and hold. By 
this method the speed variations can easily be observed on the 
crank. 
Slipping of the clutch is a fairly good method but is not 
always practical, especially where large rotary weights are being 
used. Also this means that the ,clutch must be in good condition, 
which may or may not be the case.-3 
Thus9 the cost of providing and maintaining a clutch which 
would handle the above operation is a determining factor. 
The use of the prime mover sound is not satisfactory not 
only because of the human element involved, but also because the 
change of.sound of the pumping unit is a function of the change of 
speeds> while the c.hange in speed is affected by the "flywheel 
effect". Therefore, the sound is affected by the "flywheel effect" 
and is as vulnerable to erroneous donclusions as the recording 
2 Sucker Rod Handbook, (Bethlehem Steel Company, 1950), p. ,166. 
3 D. O. Johnson, "Counterbalancing of Beam Pumping Uni ts, 11 
Drilling and Production Practice, (New York, 1951) p. 234. 
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tachometer method. It can be stated, therefore, that this method 
is useless-, except as a preliminary check. 
While the prime mover sound method proves itself unsatisfactory 
for both electric motors and internal combustion engine:s, the re= 
cording wattmeter offers an excellent solution of the problem for 
electric motors, because of the instantaneous power measurement 
which can be made. 
By the use of a recording wa ttmeter these measurements may be 
recorded on a continuous chart. Reasonably equal current peaks for 
the upstroke, when the well load is lifted, and for the downstroke, 
when the counterbalance weights are lifted, would indicate conditions 
of a satisfactory counterbalance.4 
The wattmeter method shows immediately the existing load 
condition on the pumping unit, but the same type of information 
is not readily obtained from internal combustion engines. One 
attempt to solve the problem is the use of vacuum gage readings. 
Experience shows that in relying on vacuum gage readings on the 
engine to determine best counterbalance, the result leads to an over-
counterbalanced condition. In order to obtain results from this 
method, an experienced operator would be required, and each type of 
engine and well cond1.t1on would need special interpretation. 5 
This method is unsatisfactory for general field use because of 
the required experience demanded of the person taking and interpreting 
the readings. 
The most recognized method for determining counterbalance is 
the recording dynamometer method. This metnod employes a device 
4 Zaba.J) p. 41. 
5 Johnson9 p. 235. 
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which is placed between the connection of the polished rod and the 
horsehead and produces a dynamometer card. The effective counter-
balance of the pumping unit is indicated on this diagram. Several 
quantities can be calculated from it such as: torque, instantaneous 
power, and the amount of counterbalance necessary. This method 
gives the most accurate measure of the amount of counterbalance 
required, but the time required to make and interpret the cards 
makes this method unsatisfactory. 
The belt tension method, used in the past as a means to 
determine counterbalance conditions, was based on the idea that the 
engine power requirement reached a peak twice during a pumping cycle. 
Since belt tension is proportional to the horsepower and torque, the 
device indicated immediately, the existing counterbalance conditions. 
The two peak torques were approximately equal for proper counter-
balance. This method was excellent for flat belt drives. 
CHAPTER V 
THE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED VARIABLES 
In order to properly evaluate the proposed variables, the 
following considerations must be taken into account. The variable 
must be indicative of counterbalance and also sensitive to changing 
conditions. The devices to measure the variable or variables must 
fu1£ill the conditions specified by the Stanolind Oil and Gas 
Company9 mentioned in the Statement of Problem. 
The proposed variables to be evaluated as proper counterbalan~e 
indices are~ veloei ty 9 acceleration, torque, horsepower, air-flow9 
back pressure. 
Back pressure and air-flow are both indicative of the effective 
counterbalance 9 but there are two main reasons which eliminate them 
from further consideration. These reasons are: the two variables 
; 
are peculiar to each engine and not to en:gines in general; and the 
devices to measure these variables9 besides requiring a skilled 
operatorv require an engineer for the interpretation of the resultsP 
immediately defeating the purpose as stated by Stanolind Oil and Gas 
Company. 
The variables, horsepower and torque, can be determined from 
another variable which is belt tension. This variable, belt tension1 
is but one of the possible means of determining horsepower and torque. 
Another means is the wattmeter device which is easily adapted to the 
16 
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electrically powered pumping units, mentioned in Chapter IV. The 
use of belt tension is not a new means of indicating the effective 
counterbalance; in fact, it was one of the earliest ever employed. 
Belt tension is related to horsepower and torque, respectively9 as 
shown by the following equations. 
8. hPtr = CS(F1 - F2) 
9. T = R(Fl - F2) 
Where: .tlptr = horsepower transmitted C = constant 
s 
-
beltspeed,. fpm 
-F1 llll tightside tension, lb 
F2 = slackside tension, lb R .. radius of belt pulley, in. 
-T = torque, lb-in. 
The problem that remains is to design a device which will 
measure this quantity. 
An idler pulley together with a hydraulic cylinder and 
pressure gage might be used to give a qualitative measure of 
,,.__ __ _, 
-~~:::-
1 
1,..-----' 
'1 1----" 
Fig. VII Belt tension device to measure peak torques 
belt tension. Figure VII shows a schematic view of such a 
device. The operation of this device is as follows. The 
pressures in the two gages are first equalized. Then pressure 
gage readings~ p1 and p29 are taken on the upstroke and also on 
the downstroke. Thus the pressure gage readings may be used to 
obtain relative values of belt tensions. The peak value of the 
difference of belt tensions on the tight side and the slack side 
may then be obtained for the upstroke and the downst,roke. 
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It appears as though this device should be a means of 
indicating the existing counterbalance condition based on the 
criterion of equal peak torques on the upstrokes ,and do•..m.strokes. 
The next variable to be considered is the velocity of the 
polished rod o The velocity of the polished rod has one of the 
same drawbacks as angular velocity. The sensitivity of either 
the polished rod velocity or the angular velocity of the crank to 
existing counterb~lance conditions is a function of the ''flywheel 
effect 11 • Therefore 9 if ''flywheel effect 11 is very large 9 velocity 
may not be a satisfactory indicator of counterbalance conditions. 
It is known that the polished rod velocity varies from a 
maximum at the approximate center of the stroke to zero at the 
ends and this is readily verified by assuming simple harmonic 
motion for the motion of the polished rod. 
The problem is to find out how much the polished rod velocity 
varies and where the maximum variation is recognized. To analyze 
this more fully a velocity diagram was drawn. A ~µmping unitvas. 
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selected which met the specifications of Mr. Hopper's Report. This 
in essence said, that the most all""'I'ound efficient pumping unit has 
the upper pitman bearing on a horizontal line with the samson post 
bearing and the crank shaft on a vertical line with the upper pitman 
bearing.1 Using the DB - 114 Em.sec Pump-Unit, velocities were cal-
culated at 15° intervals. The assumed curves of Fig. VIII represent 
various counterbalance conditions. (Although the ordinate of the 
curves is shown as strokes per minute it also represents revolutions 
per minute.) Curve No. 19 constant angular velocity, is an in= 
determinate counterbalance condition because the "flywheel ef'fect11 
is too great to allow any variation to occur. Curve No. 2 represents 
proper counterbalance condition because the minimum angular velocities 
are equal at the center of the strokes. Curve No. 3 is an approximate 
diagram for the condition of overcounterbalance. Curve No. 4 repre-
sents the condition·of undercounterbalance with the minimum velocity 
on the upstroke less that that on the downstroke. 
The instantaneous velocities of the polished rod obtained by 
analysis of the curves in Fig. VIII are tabulated in Table l.and 
plotted in Figure IX. The results of the analysis indicate that 
the variable velocity of the polished rod has potential, as an 
indicator of counterbalance, in that the maximum variation occurs 
at the approximate center of the stroke. The results of this 
analysis mu.st not be construed to be conclusive, because it was 
assumed that the maximum variation of the angular velocity curves 
1Baye· Hopper, "Efficiency and Load Text on Well Pumping 
Uni ts" 9 Petroleum Engineer, (Junuary, 19409 p. 121. 
.p 
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Fig. VIII -- Angular Velocity Curves 
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Fig. DC== Tangential Velocity of Beam Versus Angular Position 
of Crank 
I 
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TABLE I POLISHED ROD VELCCITIES FOR FIGURE lX 
~ 
Pos. of 
Tangential Velocity of Beam (Curves~ 
No. Crank No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
: 
1 . 0 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.62 ( 
2 15 1.40 1.42 1.42 1.44 
3 30 2.10 2.11 2.15 2.12 
4 45 2.65 2.65 2.82 2.65 
5 60 2.80 2.78 2.92 2.75 
6 75 2.90 2.86 J.02 2.72 
7 90 2.80 2.75 2.92 2.61 
8 105 2.50 2.47 2.61 2.33 
9 120 2.00 1.99 2.08 1.98 
10 135 L45 1.45 1.49 1.45 
11 150 0.70 0.705 0.72 0.71 
12 165 +0.20 +0.20 +0.20 +0.21 
13 180 -0.40 -0.41 -0.40 =0.41 
14 195 =l.00 -1.02 =0.99 -1.031 
15 210 -1.45 =l.46 =l.32 =L47 
! 
16 225 -1.90 =l.90 =1.85 =l.92 
17 240 -2.30 =2.28 -2.21 =2 • .31 
18 255 -2.70 =2.65 =2.59 =2.70 
. 19 270 =2.90 =2.85 =2.7_8 =2.90 
20 285 -2.95 -2.90 =2.83 =2.95 
21 300 =2.75 =2.73 "=2.64 =2.76 
22 315 -2.15 =2.15 ~2.08 =2.16 
2.3 330 -1.30 =1 • .32 -1.27 =1.33 
24 .345 -0.40 ~0.41 =0.40 -0.41 
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occurred at the approximate center of the stroke. This is not the 
case for all pumping units especially those exhibiting unusual 
characteristics such as: gas lock, gas pound, plunger trouble, 
fluid pound, excessive friction, overtravel, undertravel, and 
synchronous speeds. 
Several devices have been suggested and those assumed t~ be 
most suitable are: the voltmeter-generator principle of the·electric 
tachometer, the liquid-filled-curved-tube steel-ball combination and 
the hydraulic cylinder-orfice=pressure gage arrangement. The theory 
of these devices and the manner in which they measure or indicate the 
amount of the variable will be taken up in the succeeding chapters. 
The last variable to be considered is acceleration. The pros-
pects of this variable as a me~ns of indicating the counterbalance 
conditions are not particularly promising if the results of the 
velocity analysis graph, Figure IX are investiga•ted further. 
Sirice acceleration is the derivative of the velocity with respect 
to time (dv/dt) the maximum slope of the velocity curve indicates the 
maximum acceleration. It is noted that the maximum slope occurs 
where the beam is changing direction.which is not the point of 
interest and further, ··the acceleration varies little if any from 
one curve to another. Therefore, acceleration was not considered. 
As a result of this preliminary investigation the most promising 
variables appear to be torque measured by belt tension, and velocity. 
Since time was available to test only one of these devices fully, the 
variable, velocity, appeared to be the best from the standpoint of 
safety and ease in measurement. 
CHAPTER VI 
PRELIMINARY LABORATORY TESTS 
This chapter deals with the equations which relate the results 
of the valZJous devices with velocity ~nd the equipment used to test 
these devices. 
In the preqeeding chapter, the difference between the maximum 
polished rod velocities was attributed primarily to the existing 
cowaterbalance conditions. This in general is not true because 
ev.en when·the angular velocity is constant, the intrinsic character-
istics .of the p1:ffiping unit cause the maximum polished rod velocities 
on the upstroke and downstroke to be different. This is due solely 
to the kinematics of the pumping unit.· Figure X on the next page is 
the general type of pumping unit. 
Table II shows the dependence of the velocity ratio (Va max/vu max) 
on the various parameters. 
Thus with the aid of Table II~ it is possible to predict 
whether the velocity ratio should be greater or less than one. 
The National Supply D=45N-10DP Pumping Unit was the type 
used for the preliminary tests of the de-vices. The D=45N=l0DP 
Pumping Unit illustrated in Figure XI has its specifications 
Listed in Table III •. This unit was powered by a five horsepower 
induction type motor. In order to vary the maximum velocity of the 
polished rod or horsehead 9 the stroke was changed fr.om 20 inches to 
15 inches resulting in a significant change of maximum velocity be= 
Ir 
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Figure X A General Pumping Unit 
TABLE II EFFECTS OF PUMPING UNIT PARAMETER ON VELOCITY RATIO 
No. 0( (deg) e deg <I> deg Rotation Vu/ Va 
1 ... =o =90 < 90 cw ') 1 
2 =o •90 = 90 cw =l 
' 
3 =O =90 = 90 ., ccw =l 
4 =-0 -=90 ( 90 ccw (1 ,. 
5 ~o =90 < 90 cw ., 1 
6 )0 =90 = 90 cw =l 
7 >0 < 90 <. 90 cw <1 
8 ')O ( 90 -= 90 cw (1 
9 >O =90 ( 90 ccw '>l 
10 )0 =90 = 90 ccw =l 
11 >o < 90 ( 90 CCW <1 
12 >o < 90 =90 ccw <1 
13 =O >90 =90 cw <1 
, 
14 =O )90 )90 cw <1 
15 =O )90 -= 90 ccw >l 
16 =O )90 ')90 ccw >1 
The angular velocity of the crank is assumed constant. All angles are 
measured when the beam is horizontal. 
4>~ Angle between crank and Pitman,deg 
0( .:. Angle between a horizontal line and the line of action for lever 
arm of the beam, deg 
~,::: Angle between the line of action for the lev-er arm of the beam 
and a line through the crank shaft center and the upper Pitman 
bearing, deg 
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Vu/va Ratio of the maximum velocities on the upstroke and the downstroke 
Figure XI. The n .. 45N .. lODP Pumping Unit 
~ 
TABLE III CONSOLIDATED SPECIFICATIONS OF 
D=45N~lODP PUMPING UNIT 1 
AP! Walking Beam Rating lb.. 
Walking beam section and weights 
Polished rod strokes9 inches 
Bearingsg 
Saddle 9 needle outer race assy. 
(2))) shaft dia. x width9 inches 
Pitman9 needle outer race assy. (2))) shaft dia. x width9 inches 
Wrist pin9 self=aligning roller 
I.D. x 6.D. 9 inches 
Width1 ·inches 
Wrist pinsi 
Diameter at crankj inches 
Overhang (centerline of bearing 
to face of crank)l' inches 
Gear reducer (double reduction) g 
API peak torque at 20 spm9 in.= lb 
Nominal horsepower rating at 20 spm 
Overall gear ratio 
Crankshaft diameter at bearing)) in. 
V=Belt sheave=pitch diameter by 
number and section of belt 
V=Belt sheave pitch diameter 9 maximum 
V=Belt sheave pitch diameter)) minimum 
Oil capacity9 gallons 
Founda ti.on bolts (not including extensi.on 
base) number 9 size and length 
Weight regular equipment9 less extension 
base and counterweights9 lb 
4100 
8 X 5i11 ==17 lb 
15)) 17tj) 20 
2 X lt 
Ll24 x 2.375 
Ll88 
1 3/8 
1 5/16 
109000 
2o0 
29o5 to l 
2 J/8 
12-t"PD==JA 
14vvPD 
5"PD 
2 
1338 
L1N1:i.tional Beam Counterweighted Pumping Units,For Light to 
Medium Loads;i II National Supply Company Bulletin No. 335 (Toledo9 1949)0 
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. tween the upstroke and downstroke. The ma.:ximum velocities for the 
20 in. and 15 in. strokes were determined graphically. The ratios 
of the maximum velocity on the downstroke to the maximum velocity on 
the upstroke were 1. 096 and 1. 089 for the 20 in. and 15 in. stroke 
lengths respectively. 
The first of the devices to be discussed is the hydraulic 
cylinder-orifice=pressure gage combination. The equation relating 
velocity and pressure drop isi 2 
A2C . fe~~(-P-1~=-P-2)-_ 
Q V1 -(fir v g w 10. 
11. 
I_~--- ----1-------
1 - -· - - - --t------_,,, 
I 
r-------1- _· - -· - - ~ 
------1 
I 
r -
(Gate valve) 
Figure XII Hydraulic Cylinder=Orifice Device 
·
2 R. C. Binder9 Fluid Mechanics (New York9 19?0) 9 p. 1.30 
l . 
~ . ~ 12. 
v=cK 13. 
14. 
Q = quantity rate of flows, cfs 
C -= discharge coefficient 
Ar= area of flow passage through gate valve, sq ft 
A2 =inside area of pipe connecting valve 9 sq ft 
g :acceleration of gravity, fpsps 
K =constant 
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P1 = maxilllllill pressure preceding orifice 11 upstroke, psf' 
P2-=miniDillm pressure following orifice, upstroke 9 psf 
P3:::.maxiJJillm pressure preceding orifice 9 downstroke, psf 
P4-=minimum pressure following orifice 9 downstroke 9 psf 
Cu-=discharge coefficient9 upstroke 
Ca-=discharge coefficients, downstroke 
W -=.- specific weight of the fluid 9 lb per cu ft 
The device in Figure XII was mounted on the walking beam and 
tested. The data and results from these tests are given in Table IV. 
It should be noted that the term 11 graphn used in Tables IV 9 V, and VI 
refers to the ratio of the maximum velocities obtained graphically for 
the pumping unit. The term"H.C. 11 Table IV refers to the results of 
equation 14. 
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TABLE Ill DATA AND RESULTS FROM HYDRAULIC CYLINDER DEVICE 
Velocity Ratio Va/Vu 
Run Stroke length P1 P2 P3 P4 
Graph H.C. Error 
Up 20 75 58 
1 , 1.09r1 Ll63 6.12 
Do'W!l 20 68 45 
Up 15 67 57 
2 1.088 1.182 8.55 
Dow 15 62 48 
Va ~ 1 1. 68 = 45 2 --v,;=-:: ( = {1.353 =1.163 
l 75 = 58 
.1.. 
= /62=4.·.8\2=·~~ 
,~ 57-) 'V -'>O,Y 1.182 
It should be noted that the gate valve setting remained fixed 
for these two runs. The increase in error for a slight decrease 
in the velocity ratio may be attributed to two factors. The first 
15A. 
15B. 
is that it was impossible to remove all the air from the system al= 
though this was somewhat counteract,ed by pr,ess1,.trizing the system. 
The second is that the discharge coefficients (Cu) or (Ca) are not 
constant and t,he.ir variation may be nonlinear. 
Due to the unsatisfactory results of t,he laboratory tests on 
this device~ and the difficulties that would be encountered in 
any a. ttempt to conduct field tests on i t 9 the tests on this devi.ce 
were discontinued. 
The second device considered was the liquid=filled curved= 
tube steel=ball combination in Fig11re XIIL ,.:he t;ombina,tion oper= 
ates on the principle that an increase in the "(J:'elocd ty of the curved 
tube relative to the ball causes an increase in drago This increase 
in drag causes the ball to be displaced from its lowa,st position an 
amount which is a function of t,he var:lous forices acting in the system. 
The position of the ball is influenced by ths fo.llowlng faetors;. timei> 
displacement of the tube~ the relative ve1oci ty of the tube with · 
reaspect to the ball9 the a.c:celera tion of' thei tuqe 9 gravi ty9 inert:ia. 9 
------
Steel ball 
---
I 
I 
I 
I 1
I II I 
-
I I 
~ 1~ .6 
I J I I I I I I I 
I I 
\ 
'Walking beam 
Figure XIII Liquid=Filled Ourved='I'ube .Steal,=Ball Devi(je 
e,:: equals ·the angular posi.t,ion of' bea1rr9 deg. 
O(~ equals angular position of' !,,he pa,119 dego 
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and the relation between drag and velocity. Some of the factors might 
have a diminishing effect as the system stabilized. A complete analysis 
of the motion of ball was considered to be beyond the scope of this 
investigation. On the basis of a preliminary analysis it seems 
probable that the displacement of the ball in the tube is not a linear 
function of the maximum tangential velocity of the tube. 
A scale was attached to the glass tube and the steel ball positions 
were recorded by using the scale readings. The reference point was 
arbitrarily chosen as the position of the ball under static conditions 
with the beam at the mid-point of the stroke. The reference points for 
the 20 in. and 15 in. strokes were 0.45 ft and 0.522 ft respectively. 
Therefore with scale readings of 0.60 and 0.10 for the 20 in. stroke 
the relative positions are 0.15 and O. 35 respectively. 
-
Run Stroke 
l Down 
Up 
2 Down 
Up 
TABLE V DATA AND RESULTS FROM 
LIQUID-FILLED-CURVED-TUBE STEEL=BALL DEVICE 
Position of ball Velocity Ratio 
· i::>T.roke Scale Relative Graph C.T. length readings Scale· 
ft readings 
i't 
15 0.69 0.168 1.088 0.62 
15 o. 25 0.272 
20 0.60 0.1.5 
.1.097 0.43 
20 0.10 0.35 
Va/ Vu 
Error 
43.0% · 
60.7% 
The results indicat(;l that the error is not consistent and that the 
maximum ball displacement is not proportional to the maximum velocity. 
It was sugges.ted that this equipment should be tested in the field since 
it was easily installed. 
The last of the combinations to be discussed is the voltmeter= 
genera. tor setup. This device is used to measure the maximum polished 
rod veloei ty by genera ting a voltage which is pr·oportional to 1 t. 
The voltage generated is a function of the flux and the angular 
velocity of the genera tor shaft. 
Velocity~ r · B(vol ts) 
q5 
<ti= flux density 
B = constant 
16. 
If the generator is composed of permanent magnets the fltn is 
constant and the maximum voltage generated is proportional to the 
velocity. 
Velocity:. K(Volts) 17. 
The validity of these conclusions was verified by the results 
of the preliminary laboratory tests as shown in Table VI.· 
TABLE VI DATA AND RESULTS FROM 
THE V OLTl"lE TER=GENERATOR DEVICE 
Velo<Ci ty Ra tlo Va/Vu 
Run Stroke Length Volts Graph \T G. Error , . 
-·~-=·- -
Up 20 1.0 1.097 1.100 0.26% l Down 20 1.1' 
2 Up 15 0.75 l.088 1.093 0.45% 
Down 15 0.82 
This device. appeared to be the best because it has the smallest 
a.mount of' percentage error and was considered entirely worthy of 
further tests • 
CHAP'rER VII 
li'IEID TESTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the qualities of the 
various combinations thought to be ·most promising, namely9 the 
liquid=filled=curved-tube steel ball combination and the generator 
voltmeter combination. 
The tests are divided into two parts. The first test was to 
verify the assumption9 that with a change in counterbalance con= 
dition ther.e would be a corresponding change in the velocity ratio. 
The voltmeter-generator combination was used because it was found 
to be the most accurate. 
The second test employed both combinations and was designed to 
compare the actual values of velocities under varied conditions with 
those obtained from the combinations (referred.to as devices in the 
remaining portions of this manuscript). 
The site for the first field test was ·~t the Stanolind Oil and 
Gas Company's Field near Lucien9 Oklahoma. The unit was a 320D OTC<~29S= 
Bethlehent Series 50 Pumping Unit with specifications as shown in 
Table VII. These speci.t'ica tions were taken from the Bethlehem Pump=· 
ing Unit Engineering Data sheet. 
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TABLE VII SPECIFICATIONS 
OF 
320D-29S PUMPING UNIT 
Model number 
Rating 
Serial number 
Peak torque 
Horsepower 
Stroke 
Gear reduction 
Walking Beam center to front and 
center to rear 
Engine 
Manufacture:r 
Model 
Effective counter balance for position 
0 
1 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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.320D=29S 
29 9 500 pounds 
s-196 
- ···. 
320,000 ft lb @20 SFM 
64.7@ 20 SPM 
86 inches 
29.6 to 1 
10 feet 9 inches 
Minneapolis=Moline 
403 
Pounds 
210 
2,500 
4,800 
7,100 
99400 
11,700 
139990 
16,290 
18,590 
20,890 
239190 
The well load was composed of: 
Sucker Rod 
30 - l"Dia - 63#/sec = 1890 
78 - 7/8 11 - 51#/sec = 3978 
_ 92 - 3/411 = 42#/sec = ~ 
Sucker Rod Load = - - - - - - 9732 (Sta tic) 
Depth of well== - - - - - - 5078 Feet 
Weight of Fluid = Wf 
Wrf 1 
2 (~~2 2)] (rJ {D3)(D4) ~ 
Where 
D 1 =Diameter of plunger, in. 
D2=Average diameter of sucker rod, in. 
D3-::Depth of well, ft, 
n4 =-Density of fluid, lb/cu. ft. 
5700 Lb 
Polished Rod Load -== Wf + wR 
-= 5700 + 9800 [1 f, 
[ N
2L =i 
1 t 70ll500 j 
(21)2 (86) ]' 
70,500 
-::: 20, 700 lb 
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Therefore, the pumping unit was operating at approximately two= 
thirds of the' rated load. The data and results from the voltmeter= 
generator device tested at Lucien, Oklahoma are listed in Table VIII. 
The results of this test were not conclusive but two important 
facts were noted~ First, the generated voltage may vary some with 
different operators. This is due to the effect of the normal force 
TABLE VIII DATA AND RESULTS OF LUCIEN FIEI.D TESTS 
Up- Down- Co Bo 
Run Stroke Stroke Notes Vufva 
Volts Volts 
Field 
l 11.7 10.7 Correct 1.093 
Field 
2 12.5 11.25 Cor. 1.112 
Over 
.3 12o5 11.5 C.B. 1.088 
Over 
4 12.5 11.25 C.B. 1.112 
Over 
5 12.5 ll.25 C.B. 1.112 
Over 
6 11.7 11.0 C.B. 1.063 
Over 
7 11.6 11.0 C.B. 1.054 
Over 
8 12.l 11.0 C.B. 1.100 
• 
Over 
9 12.6 - 11.4 C.B. 1.105 
Under 
1 0 12.4 11.6 C.B. 1.070 
Under 
1 1 1L5 10.7 C.B. 1.072 
Under 
1 2 12.6 11.7 C.B. 1.085 
Field 
l 3 11.9 11.0 Cor. 1.082 
All runs taken at 21 Strokes per minute 
Runs 1=7 governor was f'ixed 
Runs 8=13 governor was operative 
Approx. 
C.B. lbs 
11,700 
119700 
16,290 
_1611290 
1611290 
16,290 
16,290 
16,290 
16J)2'-)0 
. 7,100 
7,100 
7))100 
11,700 
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Generator 
Operator 
No. 1 
' 
- No. 2 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 2 
No. 1 
No. 1 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 2 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 2 
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between the polished rod and the rubber rim of the friction wheel on 
the effective diameter of the friction wheel. Second 9 the velocity 
ratio did change with a change of counterbalance. The reason that only 
a small change of velocity ratio was obtained with an appreciable change 
in the counterbalance conditions was attributed to the 11flywheel effect" 
of the pumping unit. This iiflywheel effect" becomes appreciable when 
a heavy duty pumping unit is lightly loaded. 
Pumping Unit No. 31 of the Grief Creek Booch Sand Unit Field 9 
located east of Holdenville, was chosen for the second test. This 
unit ·was tested with the cooperation of the S.tanolind Oil and Gas 
Company on June 169 1954. Table IX on the next page, contains the 
specifications of this pumping unit. 
In evalua. ting these devices fully several questions presented 
themselves such as; Where does the maximum or minimum load occur? 
Does the maximum velocity on either stroke occur near the maximum or 
· mini!J\um loads positions? Does the average of the extreme loads(} 
maximum le>El,d plus t minimum load) appraxima. tely equal the correct 
counterbalance? What happens when the governor is free and when the 
governor is fixed? What is the effect of a change in the number of 
strokes per minute on the counterbalance requirement? What is the 
effect of time on the stabilization of the well condition? 
During the test of the pumping unit fourt~en dynamometer cards 
were taken. The field test data. 9 and corresponding data from the 
dynamomete:r :.ea-ras>·a1.!a, ·tabula tad in Table x. 
TABLE JX SPECIFICATIONS 
OF 
80D-14SA Pumping Unit 
Manufacturer 
Model 
Peak Torque 
Horsepower 
Gear Ratio 
Walking Beam Capacity 
Operational Stroke 
Counterbalance 
Filler Weights 
Engine 
Ma.nu.fa. c turer 
Model 
Bore 
Stroke 
Number of Cylinders 
.se:rJa1 ~ber 
Effective counterbalance for position 
0 
1 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Bethlehem 
80D-14SA-50 Series 
801 000 in. lb @ 20 SPM 
16.2 (old API)@ 20 SPM 
24.492 to 1 
14,830 lh API 
.34 inches 
Rotary 
None 
Allis Chalmer 
Bl25 
3.375 inches 
3.50 inches 
4 
PU 92435B 
Pounds 
1,420 
2,680 
3,9 JO 
5l)190 
6,450 
7,700 
8,960 
10,210 
11,470 
12,730 
TABLE X DATA FROM THE GRIEF CREEK BOOCH SAND UNIT FIELD TEST 
V.M.#1 V.Mo#l SPM V .M.#? V.M.#2 CB Gover= Time Curved Qu:rved Tube 
Run Card Uo Down Uo13tr. Dow-n nor Tube up Dn:;,, Mid2t=. 51,, 
4@ 0.31 
1 3 4.75 4.,25 20 =-= = .. 3+1. 1/siv Frae ==""""""' 0.32 o.68 
4 <!!I" 
2 4 4.25. 3.75 17.5 == ~= , 3+1 1/gta · F'ixed ----c= 0 .. 25 ·(Y~17J;'"'. 
4@ 
21 4 4.25 , 3.60 1" e;. ff • .,,, === ~= 3+i 1/8" Fixed 
2@3+11/81 
~== o.27 0.,72 
3 5 5.75 5.0 23. === =-- 2@4 Free sa:oc:.::i,=:;,,c:..c= ---- --= 
2@.3+1 1i811 
4 6 4.9 4 .• 5 20 ~= --= 2@4 Free =~= 0 • .32 o.69 
5 7 5.0 4.5 20 -~· -= 4 .@ 4 Free ci=,---~ 0.34 o.69 
..... 
51 = 5.0 4.5 2() == ... 
--
4-@ 4 Free 
-----
0 • .35 o.69 
SU lg28 
6 8 5.0 4.25 20 -=- =- 4@ 5 Free SD li15 0.35 0.70 
__i 
.. 
6' = 5.1 40:35 20 === =-= 4@ 5 Free MT lg:34 ·0.37 0.71 
61t = 5.1 4o35 20 === 
-= 4@ 5 Free ---- ~-- -== SD lg55 
7 9 4.6 5.2 20 5.10 5.40 4@1 Free SU 2il0 0.25 0.63 
SD 2gl8 
8 10 4.8 5.1 20 5.20 5.20 4@2 r.Free SU 2g25 0.30 o.65 
SD 2g43 
. 
9 11 4.9 4.5 20 5.30 4.60 4@ 3 Free SU 2 i50 0 • .32 0068 
SD 3 i05 
10 12 4o9 4.5 == 5.30 4.,70 ~@ :,f Free SU .3 ~10 0.,34 0.69 
2 Cf+. SD 3&13 
-· 
10 1 13 === =-= == =-= === 2 @ .3t Free SU Jg40 ~= =--
2 @ 1,. . 0.32 
11 14 4.8 · 4.,4 20 5.,30 4.60 4@ 3t Free SU 4g25 0.33 o .. 69 
of,-.... '.1 
~-' ;' 
. . .... TABLE·n 
... 
' 
·--- Max. Loe~ 
. . Loe: 
Run Card Load Max~ VJ.in. l'l.dn. 
No. Noo (lb) Load Load Load 
Deg. (1 b.) Deg. 
. 
" 
L .3 $969 82 2:501 274 
2 4 8969 93 2957 283 
~---
3 5 9715 77 2474 283 
~ 6 8886 87 2681 274 
5 7 8955 90 272.3 265 
6 8 9052 87 2598 267 
7 9 9121 93 2184 265 
. 
g 10 9176 87 2460 270 
9 11. 9052 82 265.3 278 
1, D 12 8803 80 2598 275 
1 CP 13 8900 80 265.3 268 
1 l 14 8900 80 255'7 277 
DATA' "ROM . DYNAMOMETER C.L'8.DS, 
Max~ Min • 
Load Load 
at at A' A2 J. 
90° 90° 
8886 2792 1.435 · 0.520 
8928 3179 L410 0.525 
9468 2971 1.410 0.570 
8789 2861 1.410 00475 
8955 2736 1.455 0.500 
9011 2460 1.460 0.,495 
9121 2.322 l.365 0.605 
9149 2518 L410 00556 
8720 2709 1.450 0.475 
8776 2792 1.405 Oe485 
8734 2708 1.425 0.502 
8790 2902 I 1.42, 0.550 
'-"•'- -· ..... 
Cal: Actual 
CB , c;s , 
.. .. 
6280 5523 
. -
5700 5666 
5830 5995 
... 
5500 5995 
... 
5900 6450 
5920 7700 
5670 1210 
5780 2180 
5775 .3930· 
5540 6185 
59.30 o;,;:a ... _s=;:o 
5840 5820 
v,j vd -
- ..... ' 
1.125 
- .. 
.. . 
1.1.30 
- ..... 
1.156 
.... ,
·1.103 
1.112 
1,+7~ 
-----
0.939 
1.080 
1.079 
1.090 
1.091 
~ 
l\) 
The resu1 ts of the dynamomet,er cards must be calculated before 
any questions can be answered. The numerical values were obtained 
from the cards with the aid of a Telecomputing Telereader which 
used ~ power lenses and a di.gi tal unit which measured 843 elec= 
tronic counts per magnified incho A timing wave generated from 
a tuni.ng fork 'With a natural frequency of 10 cycles per second 9 
was recorded on each dynamometer card. The displacement of each 
half cycle along the X axis provided a means of determining the 
maxi.mum velocities of the upstrokes and downstrokes. 
The values of calculated counterbalance were obtained from 
1 Formula 18. 
Correct Counterbal.ance = C (Al f A2/2 ) 
L 
18. 
C ·=: Calibra-tion constant of dynamometer card = lb/in .. 
of hei.ght of card. 
A1 ::: Area below load curve 9 sq in. 
A2 :::.:. Area enclosed by 1.oad curve 9 sq in. 
L ;:: Length of card 9 in. 
This formula results in the correct amount of counterbalance 
based on the cri teri.on that the work done on the upstroke should 
equal the work done on the dow-nstroke. The counterbalance in this 
e qua ti on is ca1cula ted by computing the mean ordinate of the d;yna = 
momei,er card and converting it to pounds. This equa ti.on neglects 
the shape of the dynamometer card and in some cases may give un= 
satisfactory results. In order to use the criterion of equal peak 
·~orques 9 another means was employed to determine which card r·epre= 
1 
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sented the best counterbalance conditions 1 eliminating the necessity 
of a complete analysis for each card. This method is solely u~ed 
as an au:d.liary methodp but it determines rapidly the cards which 
approach correct counterbalance. 
Given the effective counterbalance and the dynamometer card9 
a line which represents the effective counterbalance can ~e either 
drawn or superimposed on the card. The portion of the upstroke 
curve below the line corresponds to negative torque and the 
portion of the curve above the line on the downstroke also repre~ 
sents negative torque. Negative torque i.s detrimental to the pumping 
u..nit. The maximum torques may be also roughly compared. This is 
done by comparing the ma:x:inru.m vertical distance above the effective 
counterbalance line on the upstroke with the vertical distance at 
the crank angle 90° and selecting the one corresponding to the 
greater torque. This distance approximately represen~s the differ= 
ence between the load at which peak torque occurs and the counter= 
balance. This procedure is repeated for the downst-roke except the 
distances below the counterbalance line are used 9 and the maximum 
vertical distance is compared with the vertical distance at the 
crank angle 270°. The two selected distances should be approxi-
mately equal for equal peak torques. These maximum distances above 
and below the counterbalance_do not always occur at either 900 or 
270° ; therefore 9 the- angular position of the crank must be taken 
into account when vie'W'ing the results as listed in Table XII. 
Based on the result of Table XII the following cards (19 29 
39 49 79 89 99 109 lll'I 12) were eliminated from further consider= 
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TABLE XII LOCATIONS OF NEGATIVE TORQUE ON DYNAMOMETER CARDS 
-~----L~ N:gative c-a - -Toraue 
Card No. ' From (deg) To (deg) t(Fu = F'd) 
1 310 360 
1 180 
) Ce 
2.30 
-- ------
2 315 360 
2 220 235 
)C e 
-"--
3 160 180 
3 32.0 360 )ce 
,_ 
4 320 360 > Ce 
. 
5 20 35 
_5 155 ~ 180 
- " 6 
I 
325 360 
6 ~c 170 180  e 
7 I 30 45 
'7 l 14,5 180 ( Ce I 
- - =----- ·-~ 
8 I 0 65 
8 115 180 << Ce 
--
9 All negaUve torque >>Ce cm downstroke 
10 All negative torque >> Ce I 011 downs tr oke 
l l 300 360 
l 180 260 > '\_/ Ce 
-·-
2 160 180 (' Ce 
. ~ ··- -
-,,._, 
1 
l 3 155 180 
~Ce 
---------- --- -
---="-"""-~ 
14 330 360 
I, 165 ~c 180 I e 
...!------- -
~.6 
a tion as the card whi,:eh represents the beist, ,colurterbalance con= 
di tions. This e1im:ina tion is a r6su1t of either the presence of 
a significant amount of negat,ivt~ torque, or because the average of 
the maxinm.m and minirm .. un loads doe,s not equa.1 the affective counter 
balance. 
To det,e:rmine th(1 qua:11 ty of c:oun·terbala.nee 9 the t,orque may 
be used as a cr:i.t,erion. Two re:iqu.lrement,s of a dynamom.eter card 
which indicate best count,e::cba1ance c:onditiorn.; areg t.he peak 
torques should be equal9 and therti should be no negative torque. 
It is realized that these conditions earmot always be met for 
every card because o.f the un:iqueness and peculari ties of each 
card 9 but :in the limit as cc;11nterbalance conditions approach the 
best,9 the abmre requ.irements 
The above :requj.nimf:mts ma:y be e1asEy chc,,ccked by the follow= 
ing methoclo First9 t,he effective crnmterba1arH~e for a particular 
card :i:s drawn to the seale of the card and ussd as an overlay for 
the card to de,termi.n,3 the 6Xistence EU'.'..d loca tlon of any portion of 
of the curve which would lndfoa t,e m:.iga tive torqm:i o Second, the 
load and locataion at which t,he peak torque o,c:curs must ba deter= 
mined. As s.uming that Ii'lgure XIV represEn1 ts a typical dynamometer 
card 9 the peak torques i::an be d. by using equations 19 
and 20. There are only t,wo places the peak torque can occur on the 
upstroke for F'ig11re1 Xr\f and at; those two point,s the torques are 
compared to find the maximum '.~orqne on the up,:;:tiroke. The same 
procedure is used :f' or the d 0111m.':: tr oke a 
T1 :::: _ S (X1 - CBA) sin 90° 
.... 2 
T - S (x· C - ) 0 ,,..,,, 3 - 2 .3 = BA sin (/'\, 
.,, t:! 
i.u -= ~ (X = CB ) 0 8 2 - u A sin 
T:2 = 2 (X CB ) sin 270° 2 2 = A 
'T4 = ~ (x4 = CBA) sin ,B 
Td =.2 (Xd -· CB ) sin cp 
2 A 
X1::::: Load at 90°. lb 
,-', , 
x3 =Maximum 1oad 9 lb 
x4_::.:..1'1ini:nn1m load 9 lb 
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19A. 
19Bo 
19C. 
20A. 
20B. 
20C. 
~=Load at which pt'Jak torque occurs on the upstroke 9 lb 
Xa'= Load at wh:!.ch peak torque occurs on the downstroke? -lb 
/80° 
/80° 
/35° 
22-S" 
:JI 
90° 4$0 
2.70° 3/5° 
Figure XIV Ty-p1cal Dynamorneter Card 
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ol = Angular positioi1 of' crank at maximum load9 deg·· 
;9 = Angular position of crank a.t minimum load, deg 
.·-e = Angular position of crank at which peak torque .oc"tmrs 
on the upstroke, deg 
tj) =- Angu+ar position of crank at which peak torque occurs 
on the downstroke, deg 
C::t3A- Actual effective counterbalance, lb 
CB= Calculated counterbalance, lb 
C. 
Equations 19 and 20 are only approximate, since they assume 
simple harmonic motion at the beam thus neglect~ng the angularity 
of the pitman. It should be noted that the peak torque on -~he 
upstroke may not occur at a point of maximJ.m load or at 9_0°, if 
there are any peak loads present between 90° :.: e . Therefore if 
such peak loads are present ·they should be considered in the peak 
torque determination. 'I'he same is true for. the downstroke. 
Therefore1 without negative torque the calculated counter-
balance can be found by equating the two peak torque equations 19C 
and 20C 9 using the criterion at equal peak torques for proper 
counterbalance. 
solving for counterbalance. 
CB0 = ~u si'n - Xa sin ¢) 
sine = sin¢ 
21. 
In order to verify these equations 9 card fourteen was chosen 
and the value of the counterbalance was calculated from equation 21. 
X1 = 8790 lb at 90° 
X2~ 2902 lb at 270° 
X3~ 8900 lb at soo 
x4§ 2557 lb at 2770 
S a,; 34 in. 
T1;;:(l7) (§790 = 5829.I 
T2:;;(l7) {?902 = 582gj 
T5:;:::(l 7) {§900 = 5 82i] 
T4;;:(l7) [?557 = 58261 
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(sin 90°) ~ 509490 lb=in. 
(sin 270°);;; 49 9 506 lb=in. 
(sin goo) ;;; 519867 lb=in. 
(sin 277°)'G:, 559340 lb=in. 
Therefore 9 Tu :al TJ and Ta ;;: 'f4. Substituting for Xu 9 Xd and the angles 
in equat,ion 21 9 then t,he counterbalance equals 
CB0 § 8200 sin~..::: 2557 sin 27:z..o 
sin soo = sin 2770 
CB0 ~ 5777 lb 
The act;ual counterbalance is equal to 5820 pounds as compared 
to the 5840 pounds obtained from the area method. The difference 
between results of the peak torque method and the area method may 
be due to the fact ·tha t area method does not take into account the 
shape of the load curve and the peak torque method assumed simple 
harmonic motion. The result of the peak torque method (5777 lbo) 
may also be compared to the result of equation 220 This equation 
assumes that sine~ = sin q, which is not the general case. 
CBc ~ Xu - Xd 
2 
~ ~900 + 2557 
2 
: 5729 lb 
22c 
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Equation 22 produced a value for calculated counterbalance which was 
58 pounds less than the general results of the peak torque method 
(5777 lb)o The error in equation 22 is further increased when the 
angular positions of the crank for peak torques are such that the 
differenc1E be tween sine and = . sin cl, becomes gree. ter. 
For the purpose of comparing results obtained from the various 
cards~ a particular card must be chosen which represents the best 
counterbalance conditions from the standpoint of equal peak torques 9 
a minimum of negative torque and mean ordinate. The results of 
this comparison are tabulated in Table XIII. Therefore 9 the 
counterbalance conditions represented by card fourteen are nearest 
to those of a correctly counterbalanced pumping unit. This card 
will be used as the card representing the best counterbalance 
c ondi ti ons • 
Before proceeding further 9 the questions mentioned before in 
this chapter will be answered in the light of the data and results 
obtained from the cards • 
. The maximum and minimum loads occurred in an int,erval which 
was plus or minus 13 degrees from the midpoint of the card. 
The maximum velocities did not coincide with the extremes of 
Ca.rd 
Noo A 
-
5 6~094 
6 51)788 
13 59734 
.. 
14 5,777 
TABLE XIII RESULTS OF BEST COUNTERBALANCED CARDS 
Peak Torque 
B C B-A B-C Upstroke Down.stroke 
Load Loco Load 
61)058 51)830 - 36 -228 99715 77° 29474 
61)058 59500 -270 =558 8;)886 87° 2,681 
51930 
-- --
89900 80° 2,653 
5,820 5,840 
- 43 - 20 89900 80 2,557 
A - - ===Calculated Counterbalance (Peak Torque Method) 
B - - - - ~ Actual Counterbalance 
C - = = - = Calculated Counterbalance (Area Method) 
Loco 
283 
274 
268 
277 
\.}\ 
I--
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the loads. They appeared to be present on the low side of the mid-
point of the down.stroke and on the high side of the upstroke. 
The two effects of increasing the number of strokes per 
minute are that the maximum velocity increases with an increase in 
strokes per minute, and the counterbalance requirements increase 
because of the increased loads encountered. Examples of this are 
cards 5 and 6. The difference between cards 5 and 6 is that during 
the time the cards were recorded the pumping unit was operating at 
23 and 20 strokes per minute respectively. The maximum load on 
card 5 was 9715 pounds as compared to a maximum of 888.6 pounds on 
card 6. 
The well stabilization was no problem in this test because 
within fourteen minutes after counterbalance adjustm.ent9 the 
voltmeter-generator device indicated identical voltages for con-
secutive readings. 
The predominate· effect of fixing the governor for a particu-
. .. . 
lar setting of the throttle was that it decreased the strokes per 
.. 
minute which in turn decreased the counterbalance requirements. 
The results of the voltmeter-generator device and the curved-
tube steel-ball dev1ce are listed in Table XIV and are compared to 
the maximum velocities of the polished rod determined from the 
tuning fork displacement curve. 
The displacement of the steel ball in the tube was measured 
with respect to an arbitrarily chosen reference point on the tuQe. 
On the laboratory tests the reference point was the ball positi9n • 
under static conditions when the beam was at the midpoint of its 
travel. On the field tests the reference point was the position 
of the ball under static conditions when the beam was horizontal. 
The scale reading at this point was 0.51 ft. The ratio of the 
maximum displacement of the ball on the upstroke to the maximum 
displacement of the ball on the downstroka was determined for 
each run. 
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The ratio of the maximum steel ball positions relative to the 
point, 0.51 ft, are tabulated in Table XIV. These ratios are 
plotted against existing counterbalance in Figure XV, and are 
also plotted with respect to the out-of-balance cond'i tions in , 
Figure XVI. The variation of the ratio with a significant change 
of counterbalance, in the region of proper counterbalance seems to 
be too small for this device to be a dependable indicator of counter= 
balance. The curves in Figures XV and XVI exhibited the predicted 
non=linear characteristic of the device. This is evident from 
the error obtained when comparing the ratios of the maximum steel 
ball positions with the ratios of the maximum polished rod velocities. 
The error varied from a minimum of 2.04% to a maxiI1IUm of 59.70%. 
The curves in Figures XV and XVI are similar and are approximately 
exponential in form. 
The results for the ratio of the maximum voltages from the 
voltmeter-generator device are tabulated in Table XIV. These re-
sults are plotted with respect to the existing counterbalance in 
Figure XVII and with respect to the out-of-balance conditions in 
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Figure XVIIIo The curves in Figures XVII and XVIII are similar in 
shape 9 and have a par·~icular characteristic. This characteristic 
is the definite decrease in the velocity ratio in the region of 
proper counterbalance. This is a 3% decrease in the velocity 
ratio as compared to the maximum velocity ratio for the under 
counterbalanced condition. It seems possible that this low point 
on the curve in the region of proper counterbalance might be used 
as an indicator of proper counterbalance. It is recognized, how-
ever that a small error in the velocity ratio corresponds to a 
considerable change in the corresponding counterbalance as shown 
on the curveo The velocity ratio actually changed by 0.2317 
with a change in counterbalance of 59 500 pounds. 
Therefore the use of this device as a means indicating counter= 
balance conditions and counterbalancing is rather doubtful for two 
reasonso The first is that the variation in the ratio of maximum 
velocities with counterbalance is too small. The second is that the 
results of this ·~est are not conclusive because only one well was 
tested 9 and it is not known if any other well will exhibit the same 
characteristics for proper counterbalance. 
The voltmeter=generator device seems to be best suited for in= 
dicating counterbalance condition because the voltage is a linear 
function of velocityo The application of the curved tube device is 
limited because of its inherent characteristic-to amplify most ratios. 
One feature of the curved tube device is that each ratio is distinct 
and a particular ra t,io can indicate only one counterbalance condition. 
TABLE XIV RESULTS OF THE VOLTMETER AND CURVED TUBE IJEVIOES 
Run Card Dynamometer Card Voltmeter generator Device No. Noo 
· Vu; Va · · · · ·· 
vufva (N)Lb Spm #1-A #1-B #2 ErrorJ% 
l 3 1.125 -757 20 Lll8 ,=:,,---=, ~-- Oo62 
2 4 1.130 -177 17o5 1.133 Ll81 ---- 0¢27 
3 5 1.156 -165 23 1.150 ---..- ---- 0.38 
4 6 1.103 -495 20 lo089 ---- ---- 1.27 
5 7 1.112 -550 20 1.111 1.11 ---- 0~09 
6 8 1.176 -1780 20 1.176 1.172 1.221 0.33 
7 9 ---- -4460 20 0.885 ---- 0.941.i_ ----.... 
8 10 0.939 ; .. J600 20 0.941 
----
1.000 0.21 
9 11 1.080 -1845 20 1.089 
----
1.152 0.83 
10 12 1..079 -635 -- 1.089 ----- 1.127 0.93 
" 
10 13 1.090 <-=>--- -- ---a. """"--- ---~ ""°---
11 lli- 1.091 -20 20 lo091 
___ .,..,, 
1.152 o~oo 
.. .• 
N = Existing Counterbalance - Required Counterbalance 
Curved Tube Dev~ee 
. . 
. 
Ratio Errol;',% 
1.147 2.04 
1.218 7.80 
----
.,., ___ 
,1.055 5.30 
"·· . 
0.915 17.58 
0.770 34.60 
2.165 ----
L500 59.70 
1.118 3.52 
0.945 12.L,O 
.,.. ___ _,, ___ 
1.028 6087 
- -- ·-· 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem as stated was to develop a device 9 adaptable to 
most pumping unit insta.llations 9 that would determine qualitatively!) 
the existing counterbalance conditions. 
The following variablesj thought indicative of counterbalance 
conditions were proposed~ velocity!) acceleration9 horsepower 9 torque 9 
air=flow and back pressure. As a result of the preliminary analysis 9 
torque and velocity were found to be best suited for the necessary 
index of counterbalance conditions. Because of time limi ta.tions 9 only 
one variable could be tested. The velocity of the polished rod was 
chosen since it could be measured easily and the devices employed to 
measure it were safer and more adaptable. It was also determined that 
the ratio of the maximum polished rod velocity on t,he upstroke to the 
maximum polished rod velocity on the downstroke should indicate these 
counterbalance conditionso 
In order to measure qualitatively the selected variable~ two 
devices were selected. These devices were the hydraulic cylinder= 
orifice=pressure gage device and the voltmeter=generator deviceo 
Another device 9 the li.quid=filled curved=tube steel=ball device was 
also used to indicate counterbalance condi tionso 
The first device test,ed was the liquid=fil.led curved=tube steel= 
ball deviceo The displacement of the steel ball 9 relative to an 
arbitrarily chosen ref'erence point on the tube 9 was measured a The 
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ratio of the maxlmum displacement on the upstroke to the: maximum 
displacement on the down.stroke was considered as a possible indi= 
cator of counterbalance conditionso The position of the ball in 
the tube is a function of the acceleration of the beam9 the angu= 
lar position of the beam9 gravlty9 and the relationship between 
the drag of the fluid and the size of the ballo 
The results of the preliminary laboratory tests indicated that 
the ra t,io of the maximum positions of the steel. ball was not a linear 
function of the ratio of the maximum polished rod velocitieso The 
results -w1ere compared with the ratio of the graphically determined 
maximum velocities of the polished rodo The ratios of the steel 
ball positions varied in error from 43o0% for the 15 in 9 stroke to 
60o 7% error for the 20 ino stroke indicating the steel ball position 
was probably a non linear function of the relative velocity of the 
tube with respect to the ballo The device was field tested in order 
to obtain more conclusive datao 
The field test conducted at Holdenville showed that the device 
was of little value, at least in its present form~ for the purpose 
of counterbalancing. This was concluded from the ratios when plotted 
against either existing counterbalance or the difference between 
existing and required counterbalance. The curves actually showed a 
signi~icant variation of 1.395 with a corresponding change in 
counterbalance of 6490 poundso The variation in the region of 
proper counterbalance is of most import,anceo This variation amount= 
ad to only Oo17.3 with a corresponding change of counterbalance of 
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29 255 pounds. 
The device might prove to be of greater value if the :readings 
could be taken more accurately; if the influence of the forces in 
th~ _system were known; and if the device could be made more sensi= 
tive to counterbalance conditions. The actual movement of the ball 
can be increased by varying the parameters of the device 9 such as 
the arm length9 the fluid 9 the diameter of the ball 9 and the _den= 
sity of the ball. 
The second of the devices was the hydraulic cylinder-orifice 
pressure gage device. This device operated on the principle that 
the velocity of the fluid passing througri an orifice could be meas= 
ured _by a pressure difference. The results of this device were com-
pared with the ratio of the graphically determined maximum velo-
cities. These ratios were 1.088 and 1.1097 for the 15 in. and 20 in. 
strokes respectively. The ratios of the square root of the maximum 
pressure differences were 1.182 and 1.163 for the 15 in. and 20 in. 
strokes respectively. The error in these ratios when compared to 
velocity ratios was 6.12% for the 15 in. stroke and for the 20 in. 
stroke it was 8.55%. This amounted to an increase of 2.43% in the 
error with a corresponding decrease at 0.64% in the velocity ratio. 
A reason was sought to explain this peculiar error increase. The 
error was partially attributed to the air in the system. Although 
it was impossible to remove all of the air from the system its 
effect was reduced somewhat by pressurizing the system. The error 
might also be partially due to variable discharge coefficients. 
This device was eliminated from further consideration because 
it lacked the safety and the adaptability of the other devices9 
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and becuase of its peculiar characteristics. 
The last device considered was the voltmeter=generator de= 
vice. This device operated on the principle that a voltage would 
be generated which was proportional to the velocity of the driving 
unit if the flux was constant. The results of the preliminary 
laboratory tests verified this relationship between the voltage 
generated and the velocity of the driving unit. The ratios of the 
maximum voltages compared with the velocity ratios were within 0.5%. 
The second phase of the test was concerned with determining how much 
the ratios of maximum velocities should vary with a change in the 
counterbalance conditions. This test was the first field test. It 
was conducted at a field near I..ucien9 Oklahoma. The test resulted 
in two important findings. First9 the voltages generated were found 
to be a function of the normal force applied to the friction wheel9 
since the rim of the wheel is made of a compressible material. There= 
fore the effective diameter of the wheel is reduced with an increase 
in the normal force 9 causing an increase in the voltage generated. 
Second9 the voltage ratio decreased by 0.03 with a corresponding 
decrease in counterbalance of 99 190 pounds. This variation was not 
as large as was anticipated. One reason might be that the unit was 
operating at approximately two=thirds of its rated maximum loadP 
and the "flywheel effect" might have been significant. This small 
variation might have been accounted for in light of the Holdenville 
tests. 
The last phase of the tests on this device was conducted at 
a field near Holdenville)) Oklahomao The well loads were recorded 
on dynamometer cardso The polished rod velocities in the form of 
a timing wave generated by a tuning fork were also recorded on the 
cardso The test results indicated that the variation in the ratio 
of maximum polished rod velocities with a change in counterbalance 
of 5~500 amounted to 0.237. The variation of the velocity ratio in 
the region of proper counterbalance amounted to 0.046 with a 19 392 
pound counterbalance change. The ratios of the maximum voltmeter 
readings were within 1.3% of the ratio of the maximum velocities of 
the polished rod obtained from the timing waves on the dynamometer 
card. 
This device does not seem to be capable of indicating counter= 
balance conditions accurately9 even though a definite drop in the 
velocity ratios is present in the region of best counterbalance. 
This drop only amounts to about a 3% decrease in the velocities for 
the under-counterbalanced condition, Figure XVIII. Since -~he varia= 
tion in the velocity ratio is small compared ta a counterbalance 
change it indicates that the selected variable is not entirely 
dependent upon counterbalance conditions • 
• 
Several factors influence the velocity ratio. An important factor 
in addition to the magnitude of the loads at which peak torques occur 9 
is the location of these loads. The location is a function of the 
pumping speed 9 the sensitivity and re~ponse characteristics of the 
governor=engine combination to changing loadsv and the amount of 
counterbalanceo The velocity ratio is also a function of the percent 
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utilization of rated load capacity9 which in turn determines the 
significance of the "flywheel effect11 o The importance of the 
location of the peak torque is exemplified by considering a pump= 
ing unit operating at a constant pumping speed having the same 
velocity ratio at two different counterbalance conditionso This 
phenomenon may be explained by considering such factors as the 
location of peak torque 9 the sensitivity and response characteris~ 
tics of the engine-governor combination9 and how these factors 
might influence the velocity ra tioo 
Therefore it appears as though the variable 1 maximum polished 
rod velocity is not entirely a function of counterbalance conditions, 
but also a function of other factors which influence the veloci ty9 and 
they are neither negligible nor necessarily dependent upon counter= 
balance condi tionso 
Al though the vol tmeter=genera. tor device measured the selected 
variable (velocity) with satisfactory accuracy9 the velocity seems to 
be a poor index of counterbalance because of the small variation of 
the velocity ratio obtained with a change in counterbalanceo 
The curved tube device should be investigated furthero 
One possible solution to the problem is to use the variable~ 
torque 9 as an indexo A device which may measure the variation in 
torque is the belt tension deviceo With this device it should be 
possible to indicate the counterbalance conditions9 and determine 
when the pumping unit is properly counterbalancedo 
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